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A Study on National Characteristics in Contemporary Chinese  Architecture 
through Architects’ Design Theories  
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1. Introduction
Since China's reform and opening up (1978), 

international architecture scenes have poured in the 

country as the signal of Chinese government’s open 

gesture to the world. In responding to the drastic 

changes, Chinese architects have been discussing 

national identities in architecture design so far. 

Some have been extracting the syntax of traditional 

buildings while others accentuating the spiritual 

values.

The design theories written by architects interpreting 

their works express their thoughts on national 

characteristics. Besides, their design approaches to  

realize their thinking in architecture works are also 

described in the texts.

This research aims to clarify national characteristics 

in contemporary Chinese architecture through the 

analysis of architects’ design theories.

1.2 Material Establishment
Based on the impact factors and the contents, 

“Architecture Journal”漏 ⷹ 䩐 ⩥ ㆤ漐is selected as 

the source of research materials. As the first-class 

core journal in the field of architecture, it publishes 

architects’ interpretation of their projects. Related 

design theories published since 1980 till 2020 are 

extracted and analyzed.

1.3 Research Methodologies
In order to determine the criteria for selecting 

research materials, five keywords have been defined 

as follow: ᴬ◼ 澿澳ㄐ◼ 澿澳ᴬ≍ 澿澳ᴛ㒸 澿澳≍⠎ (China, 

Our country, Chinese nation, oriental, Hua xia). The 

texts containing the five keywords while discussing 

about Chinese characteristics are selected as research 

objects. Selected texts are analyzed to extract the 

contents of Chinese characteristics and design 

approaches. As Tab.2 shows, the content of Chinese 

characteristics He Jingtang discussed is “Dougong”, 

a unique structural element in traditional Chinese 

architecture. The design method interpreted focuses 

on architecture form.

2. Contents of National Characteristics
Based on KJ method, architects' thoughts about 

national characteristics are analyzed and illustrated in 

)LJ����7KH\�DUH�VXPPDUL]HG�DV���W\SHV��>პ��6SLULWXDO�
9DOXH�	�&XOWXUDO�([SUHVVLRQ@�>ჟ��6SLULWXDO�$VSHFWV�
RI�$UFKLWHFWXUH@� >რ��$UFKLWHFWXUH�)RUP�	�6W\OH@
>ს��6SDWLDO�2UJDQL]DWLRQ@� >ტ��6WUXFWXUH�6FKHPD@��
>უ��$UFKLWHFWXUDO�'HWDLO@� >ფ��5HODWLRQVKLS�ZLWK�
the Context]. From the number of each content’s 

IUHTXHQF\�� >პ@� LV� SOD\LQJ� DQ� HVVHQWLDO� UROH� LQ�
representing Chinese characteristics. The contents 

RI�>ჟ@��VXFK�DV�DWPRVSKHUH�DQG�H[SHULHQFH�DUH�DOVR�
discussed frequently. Regarding architecture itself, 

VSDWLDO�DUUDQJHPHQW�LQ�>ს@�KDV�EHHQ�GLVFXVVHG�IRU�����
times, which indicates that it is treated as important 

characteristic to generate unique oriental experience. 

These contents are further categorized as three major 

groups: [Spirit, Culture & Society], [Architecture] and 

[Urban & Landscape]. According to the attribute of 

WKH�FRQWHQWV�EHLQJ�GLVFXVVHG��WKH\�DUH�FODVVL¿HG�LQWR�
[Abstractness] and [Concreteness] groups.

Fig.1 reflects that the arguments about Chinese 

characteristics mainly focus on [Abstractness] aspects. 

In [concreteness] aspects, architecture form and style 

are discussed emphatically as well.

3. Design Approach Analysis
A r c h i t e c t s ’ u n d e r s t a n d i n g  a b o u t  C h i n e s e 

characteristics are embodied in their design works. 

Their design approaches are analyzed in Chapter.3. 

3.1 Criteria for Directly & Indirectly
Based on the analysis of the selected articles, 

architects’ approaches are categorized into two 

groups: [Directly] and [Indirectly]. The criteria of 

categorization is illustrated in Tab.3.

[Directly] refers to the situation in which the contents 

of [Concreteness] in Chapter 2 are adopted in the 

design works directly without medium.

[Indirectly] contains 2 situations: (1) [Abstractness] 

is translated to architecture design. (2)[Concreteness] 

is embodied in architecture through the process of 

abstraction, destruction & restruction, metaphor, 

variation, image schematization, symbolization and 

modern interpretation.  

Tab.2 Example of Analysis
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2. Contents of National Chracteristics

3.2 Design Appoach Analysis

3.1 Directly or Indirectly
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Fig.1 Contents of National Characteristics
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3.2 Design Phase Analysis 
Architects’ design phases are analyzed and categorized 

as 2 main types: [Architecture] and [Landscape]. 

They are subdivided into [ ⼀ Form & Style] [ 䥹擳
Space] [ 恌乭Layout] [ ䷒㚃 Structure & Construction] 

[ ₄桯 Furnishing ] [ 㕮壁Landscape].

In [Directly] group, [ ⼀ ] is the major phase, which 

means large quantities of projects apply traditional 

form and elements directly to modern form. For 

example, the China Pavilion at World EXPO 2010 

extracted the form of “Dougong”and stimulated it 

with overlapping architecture composition.

In [Indirectly] group, it is shown that most architects 

realize national characteristics indirectly  in [ 䥹擳 ], 

such as space arrangement, spatial scale, etc. [ 
⼀ ] ranks the 2nd in [Indirectly] group, indicating 

that the form or style of many projects abstract, 

symbolize or interpret traditional form and elements 

in a metaphorical way. Besides, the high proportion of   

[ 恌乭 ] and [ 㕮壁 ] shows architects also emphasize 

on the relationship between architecture and external, 

based on the fact that the concept of symbiotic with 

nature has been deeply rooted in Chinese culture. The 

oriental poetic feeling, or situatedness also relies on 

the relationship between internal and external space.

Fig.2 Criteria for Directly & Indirectly 

Tab.3 Design Phase Analysis
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Fig.3 Combination of Content & Design Approach

4.Combination of Content and Design Approach
In this chapter, the associations between contents 
and design approaches are analyzed to reveal their 
reciprocal relationships. The strong inner bonds 
between contents and design approaches are illustrated 
in Fig.3. 
23 groups shown in Fig.3 are mostly presented 
combinations in the articles. They reveal the 
different ways in which architects realize different 
aspects of Chinese characteristics. For example, (S) 
means evoking experience and artistic conception 
(situatedness) by integrating nature to architecture. (T) 
means translating traditional form to modern form. 
Concerning the aspect of [Spirit, Culture &Society], 
most design works embody it in an indirectly way. 
And the design approaches mostly focus on 3 ways: 
form/façade, space arrangement, layout of architecture 
and external.  For example, (K) Translate Chinese 
calligraphy and drawing in form/façade; (M) Arrange 
spaces based on philosophic theories and ritual 
system; (R) Evoke experience and artistic conception 
with space arrangement and atmosphere.
As for the aspect of [Architecture], [Indirectly] also 
prevails over [Directly]. Traditional form, space 
arrangement and structure are translated into modern 
language indirectly.  (U) has the largest number, 
showing that most of the design works organize 
spaces according to traditional space arrangement, 
such as the courtyard surrounded by living spaces in 
traditional dwellings. 
In [Urban & Landscape], relationship between 
traditional architecture and external, such as nature 
and urban context, has also been emphasized 

frequently. The overall consideration of external and 
internal as an entity is treated as important way to 
embody Chinese characteristics.
 
5. Chronological Study
The design theories selected from “Architectural 
Journal” from 1980 to 2020 can reveal the changes of 
architects’ thoughts on Chinese characteristics during 
the rapid social development process. The contents 
of Chinese characteristics and design approaches are 
studied chronologically in this chapter. 
5.1 Chronological Change in Content of Chinese 
Characteristics
Generally speaking, Fig.4 reveals the increase of 
the discussions about Chinese characteristics after 
China’s reform and opening up.  The frequency of the 
discussions reached its climax in the period of 2006-
2010, during which several important international 
public events were held in China, such as Beijing 
2008 Summer Olympics and  Expo Shanghai 2010.
In particular, in regard to the ratio of the contents 
being focused on, fig.4 shows significant increase 
in [Spirit, Culture &Society] and decrease in 
>$UFKLWHFWXUH@��(VSHFLDOO\� IURP�����V� WLOO�QRZ�� >პ@�
group has been the mostly discussed aspects of 
national characteristics. This trend indicates that 
architects have emphasized on spiritual aspects more 
while architecture itself less. 
When the contents are divided into [Directly] and 
[Indirectly] groups, it is shown that realizing the 
contents of [Architecture] directly has decreased 
enormously, while realizing the contents of [Spirit, 
Culture &Society] indirectly has increased.
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5.2 Chronological Change in Design Approach
Generally speaking, according to Fig.5, the ratio of 
[Directly] group has been declining while [Indirectly] 
group growing since 1990s. The iconic approaches 
are gradually replaced by metaphoric or symbolic 
approaches.
(1) [Directly] Group: [ ⼀濰澳is the majority of design 
approaches in Directly group. For example, project {c} 
incorporates traditional big roof and facade directly. 
However, it has decreased year by year since 1990s, 
which means retaining traditional architecture form or 
Chinese elements in modern works has become less. 
Besides, the change of [ ₄ 桯 ] group’s proportion 
reveals that architects’ attention to furnishings has 
declined. 
(2) [Indirectly] Group: [ 䥹 擳 ] has the highest ratio 
in [Indirectly] group and has increased over time. 
On behalf of it, spatial operation generates oriental 
experience and are likely to be anologized to Chinese 
literature and art. For example, the architect of project 
{b}in Fig.5 mentions that the openings between 
different spatial layers embody the experience of 
permeability in traditional Chinese architecture. 
Moreover, The increase in [ 恌乭 ] and [ ䷒㚃 ] since 
2000s indicates that Chinese architects have gradually 
increased their attention to structure design and layout 

of internal and external space. For example, project 
{a} translates the aesthetic theory in the language 
of separated arch structures. Project {e} shows 
the architect's intention to intergrade garden and 
architecture as a whole.

6. Conclusion
In the study, the design theories by architects were 
viewed as the carrier of their thoughts about Chinese 
characteristics. Architects’ multifaced thoughts were 
summarized as 7 types. Through the analysis of 
architect’s design approaches, two general groups: 
[Directly]and [Indirectly] were sorted out. Then, 
architects’ different ways of embodying different 
aspects of Chinese characteristics were summarized as 
23 groups (A-W).
From the perspective of chronological trends, Chinese 
architects have stressed on spiritual and cultural 
aspects more emphatically so far. To interpret that 
aspect in architecture, architects tend to adopt implicit 
and obscure approaches.

Fig.4 Chronological Change in Content

Fig.5 Chronological Change in Design Phase
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濜瀁濷濼瀅濸濶瀇濿瀌
䷒㚃澳濦瀇瀅瀈濶瀇瀈瀅濸

⼀澳濙瀂瀅瀀澳澹澳濦瀇瀌濿濸
Directly

䷒㚃澳濦瀇瀅瀈濶瀇瀈瀅濸濜瀁濷濼瀅濸濶瀇濿瀌

濜瀁濷濼瀅濸濶瀇濿瀌 䥹擳澳濦瀃濴濶濸

Notes:
1) China's reform and Opening up refers to the program of economic 
reforms termed "Socialism with Chinese characteristics" and "socialist 
market economy" in the People's Republic of China (PRC). 
Reference:
1. Chen Ye, Keisuke Kitagawa, Polymorphism of "Chineseness" in Text 
Description of Buildings after 2000, J. Archit. Plann., AIJ, Vol.84 No.759
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